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In May 1992 political and social tensions in the former Soviet Republic of Tajikistan escalated to a
devastating civil war, which killed approximately 40,000-100,000 people and displaced more than one

million. The enormous challenge of the Soviet Unions disintegration compounded by inner-elite conflicts,
ideological disputes and state failure triggered a downward spiral to one of the worst violent conflicts in the
post-Soviet space. This book explains the causes of the Civil War in Tajikistan with a historical narrative

recognizing long term structural causes of the conflict originating in the Soviet transformation of Central Asia
since the 1920s as well as short-term causes triggered by Perestroika or Glasnost and the rapid dismantling of
the Soviet Union. For the first time, a major publication on the Tajik Civil War addresses the many contested
events, their sequences and how individuals and groups shaped the dynamics of events or responded to them.

The origins and parameters of the Tajik Civil War have been analyzed in various shorter pub lications since
the early 1990s but arguably the General Peace Accord 1997 and the subsequent peace building in Tajikistan
have attracted more scholarly attention than the origins of the conflict.3A detailed monograph on the origins
of the civil war has not been published yet and this manuscript has no other ambition than to discuss these
origins in greater historical detail. Unfortunately the civil war in Tajikistan was predetermined initially. This

civil war was particularly bloody and long lasting and had many demographic consequenc .
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During the 1990s the armed forces were often suffered from a poor commanded structure and poor discipline
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while their equipment was undermaintained. The volume traces the development of the conflict using
primaryTajik sources. The peace accord established a twentysixmember National Reconciliation Commission
to be headed by an opposition representative but with seats split evenly between the government and the

UTO. Background . Origins of the Civil War in Tajikistan from Dymocks online bookstore. Tajikistans civil
war dragged on for over five years leading to huge casualties. Introduction from war to politics. Stanford
Libraries official online search tool for books media journals databases government documents and more.
cannot be categorized as mere civil wars as in the case of Tajikistan and they cannot be understood without
delving into . Once independence was achieved turmoildegenerating into civil warplagued the new country
communists fought to retain power in the face of opposition from an alliance of Islamic and democratic

forces. Current slide CURRENTSLIDE of TOTALSLIDES Top picked items.
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